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Background and Aims: Esophageal function testing is an integral component of the evaluation of refractory
GERD and esophageal motility disorders. This review summarizes the current technologies available for esophageal function testing, including the functional luminal imaging probe (FLIP), high-resolution esophageal manometry (HRM), and multichannel intraluminal impedance (MII) and pH monitoring.
Methods: We performed a MEDLINE, PubMed, and MAUDE database literature search to identify pertinent clinical studies through March 2021 using the following key words: esophageal manometry, HRM, esophageal impedance, FLIP, MII, and esophageal pH testing. Technical data were gathered from traditional and web-based
publications, proprietary publications, and informal communications with pertinent vendors. The report was
drafted, reviewed, and edited by the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy Technology Committee
and approved by the Governing Board of the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy.
Results: FLIP is a high-resolution impedance planimetry system used for pressure and dimension measurement
in the esophagus, pylorus, and anal sphincter. FLIP provides complementary information to HRM for esophageal
motility disorders, especially achalasia. The Chicago classiﬁcation, based on HRM data, is a widely adopted algorithmic scheme used to diagnose esophageal motility disorders. MII detects intraluminal bolus movement and,
combined with pH measurement or manometry, provides information on acid and non-acid gastroesophageal reﬂux and bolus transit in patients with refractory GERD and for preoperative evaluation for anti-reﬂux procedures.
Conclusions: Esophageal function testing techniques (FLIP, HRM, and MII-pH) have diagnostic and prognostic
value in the evaluation of esophageal motility disorders and refractory GERD. Newer technologies and classiﬁcation systems have enabled an increased understanding of these diseases. (VideoGIE 2022;7:1-20.)

(footnotes appear on last page of article)

The American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
(ASGE) Technology Committee provides reviews of existing, new, or emerging endoscopic technologies that
have an impact on the practice of GI endoscopy.
Evidence-based methodology is used, performing a MEDLINE literature search to identify pertinent clinical studies
on the topic and a Manufacturer and User Facility Device Experience (MAUDE) (U.S. Food and Drug Administration Center for Devices and Radiological Health)
database search to identify the reported adverse events
of a given technology. Both are supplemented by accessing the “related articles” feature of PubMed and by scru-
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tinizing pertinent references cited by the identiﬁed
studies. Controlled clinical trials are emphasized, but in
many cases, data from randomized, controlled trials
are lacking. In such cases, large case series, preliminary
clinical studies, and expert opinions are used. Technical
data are gathered from traditional and web-based publications, proprietary publications, and informal communications with pertinent vendors. Technology Status
Evaluation Reports are drafted by a small group of members of the ASGE Technology Committee, reviewed and
edited by the committee as a whole, and approved by
the Governing Board of the ASGE. When ﬁnancial
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guidance is indicated, the most recent coding data and
list prices at the time of publication are provided. For
this review, the MEDLINE database was searched through
March 2021 for relevant articles by using the key words
esophageal manometry, high resolution manometry,
esophageal impedance, functional luminal imaging
probe, MII, and esophageal pH testing.
Technology Status Evaluation Reports are scientiﬁc reviews provided solely for educational and informational
purposes. Technology Status Evaluation Reports are not
rules and should not be construed as establishing a legal
standard of care or as encouraging, advocating,
requiring, or discouraging any particular treatment or
payment for such treatment.

BACKGROUND
GERD is the most common GI diagnosis associated with
outpatient visits in the United States, and approximately
20% of the U.S. population report at least weekly symptoms of GERD.1,2 Esophageal function testing is an
integral component of the evaluation of refractory GERD
and esophageal motility disorders such as achalasia.
Measurement of esophageal distensibility and compliance
is also increasingly used for the evaluation of esophageal
motility disorders, as well as other esophageal conditions
such as eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE) and after
endoscopic or surgical esophageal interventions.
In recent years, new technologies have expanded
our understanding of esophageal motility and gastroesophageal reﬂux and are now rapidly being integrated into routine clinical practice. This review
summarizes the current technologies available for
esophageal function testing, including the functional
luminal imaging probe (FLIP), high-resolution esophageal manometry (HRM), and multichannel intraluminal
impedance (MII) and pH monitoring. This is an update
of a previously published American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) technology document on
esophageal function testing.3 Wireless pH testing has
been addressed in a previous ASGE technology
document4 and is not reviewed here.

TECHNOLOGY UNDER REVIEW
Functional luminal imaging probe
FLIP uses high-resolution impedance planimetry during
volume-controlled distension to quantify the relationship
between luminal geometry and pressure in the assessment
of the mechanical properties of the esophageal wall
and esophagogastric junction (EGJ).5 Speciﬁcally, FLIP
analyzes the relationship between luminal cross-sectional
area (CSA) and pressure, which provides a measure of
luminal distensibility (CSA/pressure). The technology consists of a multielectrode probe and proprietary software
2 VIDEOGIE Volume 7, No. 1 : 2022

Figure 1. Image of an EndoFLIP system. ª2020 Medtronic. All rights
reserved. Used with the permission of Medtronic.

that measures the dynamic geometrical changes of the
EGJ and esophageal body during peristalsis.6
The EndoFLIP system (Medtronic Inc, Minneapolis,
Minn, USA) is cleared by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for pressure and dimension measurement in the
esophagus, pylorus, and anal sphincter (Fig. 1). The
system is intended for use as an adjunct to other
diagnostic methods in the evaluation of patients with
symptoms consistent with GI dysmotility. Additional
applications include assessment of pylorus distensibility
before or during gastric peroral endoscopic myotomy
(POEM) or surgical pyloromyotomy, estimation of the size
of the stoma after gastric band placement, intraoperative
assessment for fundoplication tightness and lower
esophageal sphincter myotomy adequacy, and as an
adjunct to a bougie for measuring the size of the gastric
sleeve during a sleeve gastrectomy.7-9
Main components. The FLIP system consists of a 240cm-long, 3-mm-diameter catheter with a highly compliant
balloon at the distal end that conforms to the esophageal
lumen (Table 1). The balloon contains 16 paired
impedance electrodes spaced at regular intervals and a
www.VideoGIE.org
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single solid-state pressure transducer at the distal end
(Fig. 1). The electrodes are variably spaced from 5 mm
to 1 cm apart, depending on the speciﬁc catheter model.
The balloon device for standard esophageal evaluation is
16 cm in length; an 8-cm balloon device is also available
for evaluation of sphincter anatomy and function or sizing
of anastomoses. Devices with a balloon length of 8 and 16
cm are commercially available. Excitation electrodes
located on the proximal and distal ends of the balloon
generate a constant low electrical current through a
conductive ﬂuid that is instilled into the balloon through
an 80-mL syringe housed in and controlled by the EndoFLIP system. Voltage is measured by the paired sensors
along the length of the balloon and based on the current
and voltage; the electrical resistance of the ﬂuid, or impedance, is calculated using Ohm’s law (V Z I  R). When the
constant of a deﬁned ﬂuid conductivity at a given temperature combined with the ﬁxed distance between the electrodes is used, the CSA is derived from changes in
impedance. The system also measures distensibility based
on simultaneous measurement of pressure within the
balloon by the solid-state transducer.
The EndoFLIP system also includes a touchscreen interface that displays a real-time colorized geometric image of
the evaluated esophageal segment, numerical estimated
luminal diameter (Dest) measurements along the electrodes, and the current balloon pressure (Fig. 2). The
user may also toggle between display of the minimum
diameter and CSA or distensibility and compliance. The
distensibility index (DI) is used to measure sphincter
distensibility and is calculated by dividing the median
narrowest CSA by the median intraballoon pressure at a
set timeframe or distension volume. Because CSA and
pressure measurements are dynamic and inﬂuenced
by respiration and spontaneous esophageal contractions,
various statistical solutions are used to control for
these variations, including FLIP Analytics software
(Medtronic Inc) and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick,
Mass, USA).10-12 Data may be stored on the EndoFLIP system or uploaded to an electronic medical record.
The FLIP Topography module (available in EndoFLIP
2.0) is software that displays real-time diameter and distensibility estimates for each point along the measurement
area. The data are expressed as a topographic plot with a
color scale to display diameter values. A historical graph
also displays diameter readings for a given period, allowing
an assessment of diameter changes over time (Fig. 2A and
B). The expression of diameter values in this fashion is
analogous to data presentation with HRM. Thus, FLIP
Topography enables evaluation of EGJ distensibility,
along with assessment of esophageal body distensibility
and contractile activity. The latter requires use of the 16cm catheter to allow for a longer region of measurement
in the esophageal body, and analysis based on FLIP topography, which relies on detection of distension-induced secondary peristalsis.5
www.VideoGIE.org
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TABLE 1. Technical specifications of the EndoFLIP system
Part
Number

Description
EndoFLIP Catheter, 25 mm, 80 mm measurement
length, with Pressure, Nasal Tip

EF-325N

EndoFLIP Catheter, 22 mm, 80 mm measurement
length, with Pressure, Nasal Tip

EF-322N

EsoFLIP Catheter, 30 mm, 80mm measurement length

ES-330

EsoFLIP Catheter, 20 mm, 80mm measurement length

ES-320

EndoFLIP Localization Kit

LK-103

HD Image Box TEAC Unit

DD-971

EndoFLIP 1.0 System

EF-100

EndoFLIP 2.0 System

EF-200

Impedance-guided esophageal dilation catheters, which
use the data acquired during impedance planimetry, are
also available (EsoFLIP, Medtronic). These are available in
2 sizes (6 -20 mm, 3-30 mm), with the former indicated
for dilation of benign esophageal strictures and the latter
indicated for dilation of the EGJ in the setting of achalasia.
Technique. The procedure is usually performed with
concomitant endoscopy. After catheter calibration and
data entry, the catheter is advanced into the esophagus
transorally, generally with patient sedation. The EGJ is
identiﬁed by the waist-like constriction visible on the
real-time 3-dimensional display at balloon ﬁll volumes of
around 20 to 30 mL. Catheter position is then adjusted,
either under direct endoscopic visualization or based on
measurements, depending on the clinical indication (eg,
placement within the esophageal body for evaluation of
EoE). Of note, if endoscopic visualization is used, the
endoscope should be removed before initiating FLIP analysis; presence of the endoscope has been shown to significantly affect measurements.13
Once the catheter is positioned, volume-controlled
distention of the balloon is performed. The balloon may
be inﬂated to a particular pressure or volume; the rate of
balloon inﬂation and maximal balloon inﬂation may also
be conﬁgured. Stepwise volumetric distention performed
at 5- to 10-mL increments may provide additional information, such as calculation of a distensibility plateau (DP),14
and it enables evaluation of the esophageal body
contractile pattern.15 Sixteen sequential CSAs and a single
intraballoon pressure measurement are made at a 10-Hz
sampling rate, which may then be used to calculate an estimated luminal diameter (Dest) based on the assumption of
a circular lumen (CSA Z Pr2). Various procedural protocols
have been published, and a standardized testing algorithm
has been recently proposed by an international consensus.5
Effectiveness and comparative data. Asymptomatic
healthy subjects. Although the establishment of normative
reference values in healthy individuals is critical to the
appropriate interpretation of FLIP measurements in both
Volume 7, No. 1 : 2022 VIDEOGIE 3
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Figure 2. Examples of functional luminal imaging probe planimetry. A, Normal contraction pattern with repetitive antegrade contractions and normal
distensibility index. B, Absent esophageal body contractility with reduced distensibility index in achalasia (courtesy of Dr Diana Snyder, Mayo Clinic
Arizona).

research and clinical practice, the available data suggest a
wide range of values. A systematic review of 5 studies
including healthy subjects (n Z 98) demonstrated a wide
range of median EGJ distensibility (0.8-5.7 mm2/mm Hg)
at 30- to 40-mL balloon ﬁll volumes, with a minimum
observed EGJ distensibility of 2.4 mm2/mm Hg at a 40mL ﬁll volume.16 A subsequent prospective study of 20
healthy volunteers demonstrated a median distensibility
of 5.8 mm2/mm Hg (interquartile range, 4.9-6.7 mm2/mm
Hg) and a minimum observed distensibility of 2.8 mm2/
mm Hg.17 The variability among studies may be
explained by the use of differing FLIP protocols and
balloon sizes and heterogeneity of patient populations.16
Furthermore, body mass index (BMI) may also inﬂuence
distensibility and CSA measurements.18
Achalasia and EGJ outﬂow obstruction. Achalasia is
characterized by incomplete relaxation of the lower esophageal sphincter (LES) and abnormal esophageal peristalsis.
Although HRM is integral to the diagnosis of achalasia,
diagnostic uncertainty may persist in select cases of border4 VIDEOGIE Volume 7, No. 1 : 2022

line pressure measurements or conﬂicting data.19,20
Furthermore, although not a frequent issue, some
patients do not tolerate the HRM procedure. By
measuring EGJ distensibility, FLIP may provide
complementary information to HRM to aid in the
diagnosis of achalasia, deﬁnition of achalasia subtypes,
and prediction of response to therapy.
Several studies have reported a characteristically low
EGJ DI (EGJ-DI) in untreated patients with achalasia.21-24
A single-center study that included 30 patients with achalasia and 15 healthy controls demonstrated a signiﬁcantly
lower EGJ-DI in the achalasia group as compared to controls (0.7  0.9 vs 6.3  0.7 mm2/mm Hg; P < .001).22
EGJ distensibility also correlated with esophageal
emptying on timed barium esophagogram (r Z –0.72;
P < .01) and symptoms (r Z 0.61; P < .01) in the
achalasia group. Another study evaluated 20 healthy
volunteers and 54 patients with achalasia, 31 of whom
were treated with pneumatic dilation (n Z 17), Heller
myotomy with partial fundoplication (n Z 10), or peroral
esophageal myotomy (n Z 4). The EGJ-DI was signiﬁcantly
www.VideoGIE.org
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different between controls (8.2; 95% CI, 1.7-18.7 at 40 mL)
and patients with achalasia before treatment. Furthermore,
in the 31 treated patients, there was a signiﬁcant difference
in post-treatment EGJ-DI in the 17 patients with a good
response (3.4; 95% CI, 2.2-4.9 at 40 mL) versus the 14 patients with a poor response (1.5; 95% CI, 0.6-2.8 at 40 mL;
P < .001) as determined by Eckardt score. Signiﬁcant correlations were also noted between EGJ-DI and integrated
relaxation pressure (IRP) as measured by HRM.24
FLIP may also aid the diagnostic evaluation of the subset
of patients who demonstrate characteristic symptoms of
achalasia but have normal LES relaxation on HRM, seen
especially in patients with type I achalasia. A single-center
study included 13 patients with typical symptoms of achalasia (Eckardt score of 5-7) with HRM demonstrating absent peristalsis, a low mean basal EGJ pressure of 10
(5.8-12.9) mm Hg, and a normal mean IRP of 9.3 (6.112) mm Hg.25 FLIP demonstrated a signiﬁcant reduction
in EGJ distensibility, as compared with previously
acquired data from healthy controls (n Z 15) (0.8 [0.71.2] mm2/mm Hg vs 6.3 [3.8-8.7] mm2/mm Hg; P <
.001). Treatment resulted in signiﬁcant improvement in
Eckardt score as well as the EGJ-DI.
By simultaneously measuring esophageal contractility
and EGJ function, FLIP also provides complementary information to HRM in the differentiation of achalasia subtypes.
A study included 51 treatment-naïve patients with achalasia
subclassiﬁed with HRM and 10 asymptomatic controls who
underwent FLIP during endoscopy.21 Contractility was
observed in 27% of patients with type I achalasia, 65% of
patients with type II, and 100% of patients with type III.
In patients with type III achalasia, 8 of 10 demonstrated
novel contractility (repetitive retrograde contractions),
which was not observed in controls. The authors further
noted that FLIP topography detected lumen-occluding
and nonoccluding contractions as well as speciﬁc
distention-related contractions that were not observed
with HRM.
A second study from the same center included 145 patients with dysphagia who underwent HRM and FLIP with
topography performed during sedated endoscopy.15 FLIP
topography was abnormal in 95% of patients who were
diagnosed with achalasia or who had EGJ outﬂow
obstruction by HRM. Furthermore, FLIP topography
detected abnormalities in 17 of 34 (50%) symptomatic
patients with normal or ineffective esophageal motility on
HRM. Thirteen of these patients demonstrated abnormal
EGJ-DI, whereas the remaining 4 patients demonstrated repetitive retrograde contractions and normal EGJ DI.
EGJ outﬂow obstruction (EGJOO) is a motility abnormality diagnosed by HRM characterized by impaired EGJ
relaxation but with some preserved peristalsis such that
criteria for achalasia are not met. According to the most
recent Chicago classiﬁcation (CC) of esophageal motility
disorders version 4.0,26 EGJOO diagnosed by HRM
requires conﬁrmation of true outﬂow obstruction
www.VideoGIE.org
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through additional testing, which can be accomplished
by FLIP showing a reduced EGJ-DI. A study of 34 patients
with EGJOO showed that FLIP was useful for identifying
patients who are most likely to beneﬁt from achalasiatype therapy.27 Similarly, a recent study showed POEM to
be a highly successful treatment for EGJOO conﬁrmed by
FLIP.28
Assessment of treatment. A growing body of literature supports the role of FLIP in the real-time assessment
of EGJ function during endoscopic or operative therapy
for achalasia. Several case series have demonstrated an increase in EGJ-DI measured intraoperatively immediately
after laparoscopic Heller myotomy (LHM) and POEM.2936
In addition, FLIP may be used to inform intraoperative
treatment decisions and predict postprocedure
outcomes.
A multicenter retrospective study of 63 patients with
achalasia treated with POEM examined the association of intraoperative FLIP measurements and short-term clinical outcomes (median follow-up of 122 days).34 Patients were
divided into 2 groups based on postprocedure Eckardt
score (good response: <3, n Z 50; or poor response: 3,
n Z 13). The intraoperative CSA after POEM was
signiﬁcantly higher in the good-response group (89.0
[78.5-106.7] mm2 vs 72.4 [48.8-80.0] mm2; P Z .01). The
ﬁnal EGJ CSA was also signiﬁcantly higher in those patients
with postprocedure reﬂux esophagitis. EGJ-DI was lower in
the poor-response group, although this did not reach statistical signiﬁcance. However, 2 other studies (n Z 56 and
n Z 52) evaluating the predictive value of intraoperative
FLIP reported that the postmyotomy EGJ-DI was an independent predictor of response to treatment.32,37
Several studies have evaluated the role of intraprocedural FLIP during POEM and LHM to optimally guide the
proximal and distal extent of myotomy, with variable results reported.
As with preoperative and intraoperative measurements,
change in EGJ distensibility after treatment may provide
complementary information to HRM. A prospective study
compared the utility of FLIP EGJ-DI measurement and
HRM in assessing posttreatment outcomes in achalasia. A
total of 79 patients treated with pneumatic dilation, LHM,
or POEM underwent timed barium esophagogram, HRM,
and FLIP.38 The area under the curve for EGJ metrics in
association with barium retention was as follows: DI,
0.90; maximal EGJ diameter, 0.76; IRP, 0.64; and basal
EGJ pressure, 0.53. When a 5-minute barium column
area of >5 cm was used as the reference standard, only
FLIP metrics were associated with retention given normal
anatomy. Lower EJG-DI (2.4 vs 5.2 mm2/mm Hg; P <
.0001) and higher maximal EGJ diameter (13.1 vs
16.6 mm; P Z .002) were associated with retention.
Furthermore, 21 of 22 patients with retention had a low
or borderline low DI (<2.8 mm2/mm Hg). Additional
cohort studies have demonstrated a signiﬁcant association
with post-myotomy EGJ-DI and symptom response as
Volume 7, No. 1 : 2022 VIDEOGIE 5
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measured by Eckardt scores, as well as associations between increased CSA with postmyotomy reﬂux.7,22
GERD. Diagnosis. EGJ incompetence and/or the presence of a hiatal hernia may contribute to GERD.39 With the
advent of FLIP, it has been hypothesized that increased
EGJ distensibility may facilitate GERD diagnosis.40,41
However, several case series evaluating FLIP in this
context have demonstrated inconsistent results. An initial
series of 20 patients with GERD without hiatal hernia and
20 healthy controls demonstrated a 2- to 3-fold increase
in EGJ distensibility among patients with GERD, compared
with controls.42 However, a subsequent study including 18
patients with GERD and 21 healthy volunteers evaluated
with FLIP followed by 48-hour wireless pH monitoring
showed that EGJ metrics were similar between participants
with and without pathologic acid exposure (CSA 98 mm2 vs
107 mm2; P Z .789, distensibility; P Z .704).18 There was a
correlation between BMI and CSA (R2 Z 0.2758; P Z .001)
and distensibility (R2 Z 0.2005; P Z .005). Interpretation
of these results is difﬁcult because of the differences in
BMI between the 2 groups.
The disparate ﬁndings of these studies imply that the association between GERD and esophageal function may be
more complex than abnormalities in EGJ distensibility
alone. A study of 25 patients who underwent ambulatory
pH monitoring and FLIP during endoscopy examined the
relationship between total percent acid exposure time
(AET), symptoms as measured by a validated questionnaire
(GERDQ), and response to esophageal distention.43 A
weak and insigniﬁcant correlation was found between
AET and EGJ DI, GERDQ and AET, and GERDQ and EGJDI. Notably, AET was lower among patients with (6.1%,
3-7.8) than without (14.9%, 8.5-22.3) repetitive antegrade
contractions induced with volumetric balloon distention
(P Z .009). This suggests that abnormal esophageal acid
exposure may be associated with impaired esophageal
clearance.
FLIP has also been shown to accurately identify the presence and quantify the effect of a hiatus hernia. A study
including 30 patients with hiatus hernia and Barrett’s
esophagus and 14 healthy controls found the LES had a
lower pressure (47.7  13.0 vs 61.4  19.2 mm Hg at 50mL distension volume) in patients with hiatus hernia and
was more distensible than the common EGJ in controls
(P < .001).38,44 In addition, in patients with hiatus hernia,
the crural diaphragm had a lower pressure (eg, 29.6 
10.1 vs 47.7  13.0 mm Hg at 50-mL distension volume)
and was more distensible than the LES (P < .001).
Treatment. FLIP has been used to determine the
impact of antireﬂux surgery on EGJ distensibility, although
normative reference values have not been established.
Several case series have demonstrated a signiﬁcant reduction in distensibility immediately after intervention.45-48
Pooled results from 4 expert centers demonstrated a
mean EGJ distensibility of 2.82  2.82 mm2/mm Hg after
6 VIDEOGIE Volume 7, No. 1 : 2022
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crural repair (n Z 45) and a mean ﬁnal DI of 1.60 
1.13 after creation of the fundoplication (n Z 57).45
However, clinical outcomes were not reported in these
studies.
Reductions in EGJ-DI have also been reported in the
early postprocedure period after transoral incisionless fundoplication in animal models and in small case reports and
series.49-51 However, a series including 25 patients who underwent preoperative FLIP demonstrated no signiﬁcant
difference in EGJ-DI values at 6 months postprocedure.52
Furthermore, although low preoperative distensibility
was associated with reduced AET after transoral
incisionless fundoplication, it did not correlate with
clinical outcomes.
Eosinophilic esophagitis. Diagnosis. EoE is associated with esophageal remodeling and ﬁbrosis, resulting in
a loss of compliance, development of symptomatic strictures,
and recurrent food impactions.53 Disease severity and
stenosis are evaluated during upper endoscopy with
biopsy, although this approach may be limited by biopsy
sampling error and underrecognition of strictures.54,55 FLIP
allows for objective assessment of the CSA and
biomechanical properties of the ﬁbrotic esophageal body.
Speciﬁcally, the DP, calculated as the maximum achievable
CSA of the narrowest portion of the esophageal body
during stepwise volumetric balloon distention, has
emerged as a useful measure of disease severity in EoE. In
a study of 33 patients with EoE and 15 healthy controls,
the DP measured with FLIP was signiﬁcantly lower in
patients with EoE (median: CSA 267 mm2 vs 438 mm2;
P < .01).14 Mucosal eosinophil count, age, sex, and current
proton pump inhibitor (PPI) treatment did not predict
reduced distensibility of the esophagus (P < .20).
A subsequent study evaluated 72 patients with EoE, 90%
of whom reported dysphagia. Higher ring scores on a validated scoring system (EoE Endoscopic Reference Score)
were associated with lower DP (rs Z –0.46; P < .0001),
whereas no association between eosinophil counts and
ring severity or distensibility was noted. The authors suggest that decreased distensibility may be of use for food
impaction risk stratiﬁcation.56
Treatment. FLIP has also been shown to predict the
need for treatment and response to therapy in the setting
of EoE. A prospective study including 70 patients with EoE
followed for a mean of 9.2 months demonstrated that
those patients with a history of food impactions had significantly lower DP scores than those with dysphagia alone.57
Additionally, a reduced DP (< 225 mm2) was associated
with future food impaction and need for dilation during
the follow-up period. Notably, DP was the only signiﬁcant
predictor of future impaction, compared with age, sex,
treatment type (including none), and mean esophageal
eosinophil density.
A second study included 18 patients EoE who underwent medical and dietary FLIP performed at baseline
www.VideoGIE.org
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endoscopy and after therapy without interval dilation.
Follow-up testing occurred at a mean (range) of 14.6 (828) weeks. Signiﬁcant improvement in DP (13.9 [12.219.2] to 16.8 mm [15.8-19.2]; P Z .007) and was noted
with treatment. Six of 8 (75%) patients with a DP increase
of 2 mm achieved at least a 30% improvement in a validated patient-reported outcome measure (P Z .077), suggesting a possible role for FLIP DP as an outcome measure
in EoE management.
Evaluation of esophageal motility with FLIP topography. The incorporation of the FLIP topography module
into standard FLIP protocols has provided novel data in
evaluation of the function of the esophageal body. It has
been recognized that distention of the esophageal lumen
by the balloon induces a contractile response that results
in diameter changes that can be graphically represented
over a space-time continuum using the FLIP topography
module. The interpretation of such data has been used
to identify characteristic distention-mediated anterograde
and retrograde contractions of the esophageal body, which
may provide an assessment of motor function analogous to
HRM.58 Normative data have been recorded in
asymptomatic healthy subjects, and characteristic ﬁndings
in various disease states such as achalasia have been
described.15,17 Furthermore, normal real-time FLIP topography results obtained during endoscopy reliably identify
patients without major motility disorders and correlate
with HRM ﬁndings.59,60 Further studies are needed to
determine how FLIP topography is best used in
assessment algorithms as a complement to HRM, the
role of real-time topography, and whether published results can be validated outside of expert centers.
Other applications. Limited data exist regarding additional applications of FLIP in esophageal diseases. Several
series have explored the role of FLIP in the evaluation of
upper esophageal sphincter (UES) function in healthy controls, in patients with upper esophageal strictures, and
sleeve gastrectomy stenoses before and after treatment.61
The role of FLIP has also been explored in patients undergoing gastric POEM.8,62 In a multicenter study of 37
patients, intraoperative postmyotomy CSA using 40-mL
distention was shown to correlate with improvement in
gastric emptying and clinical success.8

High-resolution manometry
Esophageal motor disorders characterize a heterogeneous group of conditions that may result in deglutitive
dysfunction. These disorders primarily manifest as
dysphagia or chest pain. Esophageal manometry involves
functional assessment of esophageal pressure changes during awake swallows. Esophageal manometry systems
convert intraluminal pressure differences in the esophagus
to a tracing that can be recorded. These tracings correspond to a speciﬁc distance within the esophagus; hence,
a pressure/time graph is created.63 Our understanding of
esophageal motor disorders has evolved substantially
www.VideoGIE.org
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over the past 10 years, largely as a result of the transition
from conventional line tracings derived from recordings
in a handful of pressure sensors (usually 8) to
esophageal pressure topography (EPT) plots derived
from HRM catheters that incorporate a large number of
pressure transducers (most often 36) closely spaced
together. HRM catheters enable collection of more
comprehensive pressure data during swallows. The EPT
is what is used to view and analyze the output from the
HRM catheters. The CC of esophageal motor disorders,
currently in its fourth version, is an algorithmic scheme
used to diagnose esophageal motility disorders.26,64-66
High-resolution esophageal manometry catheters.
HRM catheters are made by several manufacturers and use
either water-perfused or solid-state pressure transducers.
Although both systems can convert intraluminal pressures
into electrical signals that are used to develop pressure
topography plots, substantial differences do exist in catheter design and pressure measurement technique.67
Water perfusion systems are silicone catheters with
channels along the length of the catheter. An external
pump perfuses the system, and changes in intraluminal
pressure are transmitted through the column of water to
an external sensor. In general, water-perfused systems
have the advantage of a lower cost and smaller, more durable catheter. They are also autoclavable and can be sterilized. These relative advantages are weighed against
several disadvantages. Water-perfused systems require
longer setup and are technically more challenging to
use. For example, perfusion pressure and hydrostatic pressure must be corrected to obtain an accurate recording.
Furthermore, because the sensor is external to the patient,
position changes can result in artifact.63 Solid-state catheters generally incorporate 36 pressure sensors along the
length of the catheter. Compared to water-perfused systems, solid-state systems are easier to calibrate, and the
output from the sensors is not affected by patient position,
resulting in easier setup and use. Solid-state sensors can be
affected by temperature, and as a result, a thermal correction is needed before analyzing EPTs obtained during HRM
(this is very easily done through the available software
analysis platforms). Because several sensors are embedded
within the solid-state catheter, it is prone to damage;
hence, longevity of the catheter is less than that of
water-perfused systems. Furthermore, these catheters
cannot be sterilized in an autoclave and thus require standard reprocessing.63,67
Technique of HRM. Regardless of catheter type, the
technique of performing HRM is similar. Studies are performed in nonsedated patients, usually after 6 hours of fasting. The lubricated manometry catheter is advanced
through the nares into the stomach, similar to standard
nasogastric tube placement; topical anesthesia with lidocaine is used as necessary. Under real-time manometric
guidance, the catheter position is adjusted such that placement allows for manometric visualization of the UES and
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Figure 3. Hiatus hernia identiﬁed by high-resolution esophageal manometry. A, Normal esophagogastric junction without hiatus hernia; the lower
esophageal sphincter and diaphragm are at the same position. B, Hiatus hernia, with displacement of the lower esophageal sphincter to a few centimeters
above the diaphragm.

LES, and at least 5 sensors are positioned in the stomach.
Once appropriate positioning is achieved, the catheter is
secured at the nose with adhesive tape.68 The study is
performed with the patient in supine position. Standard
manometric protocol involves a 5-minute period to assess
basal LES pressures. This is followed by 10 wet swallows,
each consisting of 5 mL of water. Although normative
values have been developed with this protocol, seated or
upright swallows are sometimes performed. Additional
techniques including increasing bolus volume and altering
bolus consistency (standardized test meals, solid swallows)
have been suggested to improve the diagnosis of esophageal outﬂow obstruction syndromes.69 It is important to
note that peristaltic contractility and EGJ morphology are
affected by positioning; as such, relative normative values
obtained in the supine position may not be applicable to
those values obtained in the seated or upright position.70
In a study of 75 healthy volunteers, signiﬁcant differences
were noted in both esophageal contractility and EGJ
relaxation when comparing supine and upright
positioning.
In addition to the standard wet swallows, maneuvers
such as multiple rapid swallows (MRS) have been suggested in speciﬁc clinical situations to reveal subtle pathology or evaluate peristaltic reserve. The MRS technique
involves ﬁve 2-mL swallows every 2 to 3 seconds while in
the upright position to reveal peristaltic reserve in patients
with absent or ineffective esophageal motility. In one
study, this technique was better able to demonstrate peristaltic augmentation and reserve in healthy controls
compared to patients with scleroderma. This technique
can be especially helpful in patients with ineffective esophageal motility (IEM) who are being considered for antireﬂux surgery because an abnormal response to MRS has
been shown to be associated with increased risk of postfundoplication dysphagia.71,72
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Although most esophageal motility studies are performed in unsedated patients, there are circumstances
when sedation is needed. The primary factor is inability
to pass the manometry catheter into the stomach, as in
the case of tortuous esophagus. In this circumstance,
endoscopy can be used to guide the manometry catheter.
The impact of sedation before esophageal motility testing
is not well studied; however, a small report suggests midazolam had a statistically signiﬁcant impact on esophageal
body function and EGJ relaxation.73 Whether these
changes affect the ultimate diagnosis is not clear. Of
note, when endoscopic guidance is required, solid-state
manometry catheters cannot be grasped using a snare or
other tool because it will damage the sensors. The gastroscope tip can be used to guide the manometry catheter
into the gastric lumen.
Interpretation of HRM. Interpretation of HRM
studies involves an assessment of EGJ morphology, esophageal contractility, and coordination of esophageal peristalsis to formulate a diagnosis. This process has been
simpliﬁed by the CC of esophageal motor disorders. Now
in its fourth iteration, CC has developed a systematic process and algorithm based on HRM metrics.26,64 There are 3
primary components to interpretation of an HRM study:
(1) assessment of EGJ physiology and morphology, (2)
esophageal body contractile vigor, and (3) assessment of
peristaltic coordination.
EGJ. HRM allows for assessment of EGJ morphology,
resting pressure, and deglutitive relaxation. Regarding
morphology, HRM allows visualization of both the LES and
crural diaphragm. Although normally overlapping and indistinguishable, separation between the LES and contractile
deceleration (CD) is diagnostic of a hiatal hernia (Fig. 3).
EGJ morphology functions as a surrogate for reﬂux barrier
function. Three subtypes of barrier function have been
www.VideoGIE.org
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reported. LES/CD separation is measured as the distance
between the intrinsic LES and respiratory pressure signals
indicative of the CD. Although variability is expected, the
CC has suggested a range be reported for the length of
the study.64 Although metrics have been proposed to
characterize and deﬁne impaired EGJ relaxation, the only
validated metric is the IRP. The IRP is median value of the
maximum relaxation over a cumulative 4-seconds during a
10-second window starting at UES relaxation. A normal value
is <15 mm Hg, and values >15 mm Hg are indicative of
impaired relaxation, which may be seen in achalasia or
EGJ outﬂow obstruction.68,74
Esophageal body function. Peristaltic contractile vigor
and coordination are 2 other key elements of HRM interpretation. For analysis and interpretation of HRM studies, contractile vigor is summarized by the distal contractile integral,
a measure that incorporates contraction amplitude in mm
Hg, duration of the contraction in seconds, and length of
the contracting segment in centimeters.64 The upper limit
of normal, based on evaluation of healthy controls, is
8000 mm Hg/s/cm.75 Although initially developed to assess
hypercontractility, absent or weak peristalsis can also be
assessed. Values less than 450 mm Hg/s/cm are
considered weak peristalsis, whereas values <100 mm HG/
s/cm are considered failed peristalsis.76
In addition to contractile strength, peristaltic coordination can be assessed during analysis of HRM through calculation of the distal latency, measured as the time (in
seconds) from onset of UES relaxation to the contractile
deceleration point, the point of relative slowing of peristaltic propagation in the distal esophagus.77 A reduced
distal latency (<4.5 seconds) indicates premature
contractions consistent with distal esophageal spasm.
Effectiveness and comparative data. Achalasia.
The primary utility of HRM in the evaluation of dysphagia
is to assess for the presence of achalasia. Furthermore,
the utility of HRM in subtyping achalasia has been found
in several studies to reliably predict outcome to treatments
targeted at the EGJ.22,65,78,79 These studies have conﬁrmed
that patients with type II achalasia have the most durable
symptom improvement after treatments targeted to the
LES, whereas patients with type III have the least durable
symptom improvement.80 A study that based treatment
response on Eckardt scores <3 revealed a treatment
success rate of 96% in type II achalasia compared to 81%
and 66% in type 1 and III, respectively.81 In a metaanalysis of 21 studies evaluating achalasia subtype, pneumatic dilation appeared to have an acceptable clinical
success compared to both POEM and LHM in type II achalasia. The clinical success of LHM was 81%, 92%, and 75%
for types I, II, and III, respectively. The success of POEM
was 95%, 97%, and 93% in types I, II, and III.79 The 2020
ASGE guideline on achalasia management states that
laparoscopic Heller myotomy, pneumatic dilation, and
POEM are comparable treatment options for achalasia
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types I and II but suggest POEM as the preferred
treatment for type III achalasia.82
HRM also has clinical utility in the evaluation of recurrent
symptoms after treatment of achalasia; however, the use of
HRM metrics appears to be more nuanced than in the treatment naive patient. Prior studies have shown that an EGJ
pressure of <10 mm Hg after pneumatic dilation correlated
with improved symptoms. In a study of 75 patients after
treatment (pneumatic dilation, Heller myotomy, or
POEM), IRP values were not statistically signiﬁcant between
symptomatic and asymptomatic patients (12 vs 14).83
Furthermore, the sensitivity of elevated IRP was only 65%
for symptomatic outcome after treatment of achalasia.
GERD. HRM is not needed to make a diagnosis of
GERD, but it does provide insight into faulty antireﬂux
physiology in patients with pathologic reﬂux. Speciﬁcally,
it can provide insight into the EGJ barrier function. In
one study, prolonged separation of the crural diaphragm
from the LES, pathognomonic for a hiatal hernia, was associated with prolonged reﬂux events, both acidic and weakly
acidic84 (Fig. 3). To this end, HRM has greater sensitivity
and speciﬁcity compared to both endoscopy and
radiography for the diagnosis of hiatal hernia, with one
study revealing 92% sensitivity and 95% speciﬁcity.85 EGJ
pressures are intuitively associated with competence of
the antireﬂux barrier. Recently, a new metric, the EGJ
contractile integral, has been developed. This has been
shown to correlate with the presence and severity of
distal esophageal acid exposure.86,87
Esophageal manometry testing is a prerequisite for antireﬂux surgery. In one study of 1081 patients evaluated for
fundoplication, preoperative manometry provided clinically
relevant information that changed the surgical approach
in 7% owing to impaired peristalsis or undiagnosed achalasia.88 Furthermore, although exact values for ineffective
esophageal clearance that are prohibitive to complete
fundoplication do not exist, aperistalsis on preoperative
manometry may lead some surgeons to opt for a partial
fundoplication. Those patients with dysphagia and ineffective
esophageal motility preoperatively are 3 times more likely to
have postoperative dysphagia after fundoplication. Finally,
abnormal response to MRS has been shown to be associated
with increased risk of postfundoplication dysphagia.72

Multichannel intraluminal impedance
MII is a catheter-based technique that enables detection
of intraluminal bolus movement in the esophagus and can
be combined with pH measurement or manometry to
respectively provide information about both acid and
nonacid gastroesophageal reﬂux and bolus transit.3,89,90
Because MII-pH detects all reﬂux regardless of acidity
(acid or nonacid) or composition (liquid, gas, or mixed),
it is considered the criterion standard for reﬂux monitoring.91 The addition of impedance to HRM provides
further information not only on bolus transit but also
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clearing velocity, correlation between LES relaxation and
bolus transit, and esophageal bolus retention.92
The catheters used for impedance measurement have
multiple sets of impedance electrodes distributed
through the length of the esophagus. The change in resistance (in Ohms) between the rings is measured to calculate the impedance. At baseline, current is conducted
between the rings by ions on the mucosa; passage of a
liquid bolus with increased ion conductivity decreases
impedance, and conversely an air bolus with poor conductivity increases impedance. By measuring the direction of the impedance changes, bolus movement from
proximal to distal or vice versa can be detected, and antegrade or retrograde ﬂow of esophageal contents can be
determined.
Several MII systems are available commercially. Systems
usually consist of a selection of single- or multiple-use
catheters, data recorders, and dedicated computers and/
or proprietary software for data analysis and reporting.
Separate catheters are required for MII and pH or MII
and HRM. Catheters are usually made of biocompatible
polyurethane, are latex-free, and have radiopaque markers.
MII-pH catheters have a diameter around 6F and have 6
impedance channels (made of tin-plated copper) and
1 to 2 (esophageal or esophageal and gastric) pH
channels (made of antimony or an ion-sensitive ﬁeld-effect
transistor).3,93 Probes are available in varying lengths for
pediatric and adult use. Separate probes that are designed
to measure pharyngeal and esophageal pH and
impedance are also available. The data recorder is usually
a small, lightweight ambulatory device that is carried by
patients and has multiple event buttons that are used by
patients to document body position, meals, and speciﬁc
symptoms. At the end of the test, data are downloaded
from a memory card in the data recorder. Catheters are
only compatible with the individual manufacturer’s data
recorders. Patients are also usually given a diary with
instructions to record body position, meals, and
symptoms manually in addition to documenting them
electronically on the recorder.
MII high-resolution manometry requires the use of
different catheters, which combine esophageal solid-state
or water-perfused pressure sensors for esophageal motor
function assessment, with impedance electrodes to evaluate bolus transit. These probes are usually 8F to 12F in
diameter and have up to 36 pressure channels and 16
impedance channels.
Both MII and pH or manometry also include a proprietary software program that is part of the system and is designed to perform automated analysis of the recording and
patient-reported events and provide a reporting interface
for review and creation of a customized ﬁnal report that incorporates salient data. The automated analysis may facilitate but should not replace interpretation by a clinician,
and manual review of the tracings is mandatory to avoid
false-positive or false-negative results. The impedance
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with manometry system includes a dedicated computer
system or software program that provides topographic
pressure graphs and 3-dimensional representation of the
measured manometry and bolus transit. These systems
also integrate reporting based on the CC of esophageal
dysmotility.64
Patient preparation, test procedure, analysis, and
interpretation. MII-HRM. Patients are usually asked to
fast for at least 4 to 6 hours before the procedure.94
Patients are instructed to take their regular medications.
After catheter calibration and application of a topical
anesthetic to the patient’s nose and/or posterior pharynx,
the MII-HRM catheter is introduced intranasally and
advanced so that the pressure sensors span a length extending from the hypopharynx through the esophagus
and 3 to 5 cm into the stomach.95 Correct catheter
placement can be ascertained by visualization of both
UES and EGJ on the EPT plot and further conﬁrmed by
recognizing the pressure inversion point (the point at
which the inspiration-associated negative intrathoracic
pressure inverts to positive intra-abdominal pressure).95,96
After appropriate positioning of the catheter and an
acclimatization period of 5 minutes, 10 liquid swallows of
5 mL each are given 30 seconds apart with the patient in
supine position. Normal saline solution is preferred
over water for liquid swallows because it has standard
ionic concentration and provides more predictable
impedance changes. Newer testing protocols66 call for
the addition of ﬁve 5-mL swallows in upright position,
along with provocative maneuvers such as administration
of multiple rapid swallows, a rapid drink challenge, or
solid bolus swallows.69 During MII-HRM, manometric
data is interpreted and reported using the CC as outlined,
and MII measurements are used to assess whether bolus
transit is normal.
MII-pH. Patient preparation is similar to the MII-EM.
Usually a 24-hour study is performed. An a priori decision
is made whether to perform the procedure on or off PPI
therapy. The catheter is calibrated with buffer solution as
per manufacturer recommendations. The location of the
LES is usually identiﬁed previously by manometry; endoscopic assessment of LES location is thought to be less reliable.97 The probe is passed transnasally with the
esophageal pH sensor positioned 5 cm above the
proximal border of the LES, leaving the gastric pH
channel (when present), 10 cm beyond the LES. Once
the catheter is positioned at the desired level, it is
secured in place by taping to the skin, ensuring there is
no pressure on the catheter or the nostril. The patient is
then advised to continue all daily activities and consume
a regular diet, including foods and activities that typically
induce symptoms. However, patients are advised to limit
food to mealtimes and to avoid carbonated beverages
between meals. Patients are also instructed to record
diet, position (upright or supine), and speciﬁc symptoms
www.VideoGIE.org
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Figure 4. Example of an impedance-pH report detailing reﬂux-related
data and symptom association (courtesy of Dr Michael Crowell, Mayo
Clinic Arizona).

using the electronic recorder and/or diary for subsequent
symptom correlation with acid exposure.
Once the study period is completed, patients return the
recorder and the data are downloaded and analyzed using
the proprietary software. For pH studies, AET is considered
the primary outcome (Fig. 4); this measure is easily
extracted from automated analysis and is predictive of
response to medical or surgical therapy.91,94,98 An AET
value of >6% is considered abnormal, whereas <4% is
considered normal, and 4% to 6% is considered
inconclusive.91 Total, upright, and supine AET are
reported separately. A composite score (DeMeester
score) is also calculated and reported combining total,
upright, and supine AET; total number of reﬂux
episodes; number of reﬂux episodes >5 minutes long;
and longest reﬂux episode.92 For MII-pH studies, the number of reﬂux episodes (total, acid, and nonacid) is reported
based on the impedance measurements.
Symptom reﬂux association is also an important part of
the analysis. Symptom index (SI) and symptom association probability (SAP) are other measures that are complementary to each other. SI is deﬁned as the
percentage of symptom events that are related to reﬂux
episodes; a cutoff of >50% is considered positive. SAP is
a statistical parameter that assesses the relationship bewww.VideoGIE.org
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tween symptom events and reﬂux episodes during the
measurement; SAP >95% is considered positive.99 SI
and SAP are independent predictors of response to
therapy.100 An abnormal AET with a positive SI and SAP
is considered the strongest evidence for GERD.91,94 MII
also enables calculation of other parameters that may be
useful as markers of GERD, including reﬂux bolus
exposure, baseline impedance, postreﬂux swallowinduced peristaltic waves, and mean nocturnal baseline
impedance; these MII-derived measures are adjunctive
parameters that are variably used and are currently being
validated.91,94,101 Of note, the number of reﬂux episodes
determined by impedance has been recently shown to
predict the need for and response to surgical
augmentation of the LES in patients with PPI-refractory
regurgitation.102 Finally, a modiﬁed MII-HRM protocol
that includes a test meal can provide objective documentation of rumination.103
Effectiveness and comparative data. MII-pH.
Ambulatory pH testing off PPI is recommended in patients with persistent symptoms of GERD who have failed
an empiric treatment trial with PPIs and do not have
conﬁrmatory evidence of GERD on upper endoscopy
(grade C or D esophagitis, peptic stricture, or Barrett’s
mucosa), patients with atypical symptoms, preoperative
testing when antireﬂux surgery/transoral endoscopic fundoplication is being considered, or persistent symptoms
despite antireﬂux surgery.91,94 For conﬁrmation or
exclusion of GERD while off PPIs, pH testing alone is
sufﬁcient. Twenty-four-hour MII-pH monitoring is considered superior to pH monitoring alone because it detects
the type of reﬂuxate, direction, and the nature of the reﬂuxate (acidic pH <4, weakly acidic pH 4-7, weakly alkaline >7, gaseous and re-reﬂux episodes). MII-pH is also
useful for detection of supragastric belching and evaluation of atypical symptoms such as cough, and it may suggest rumination as a mechanism for regurgitation (the
latter can be conﬁrmed by MII-HRM, as mentioned).94
Pharyngeal reﬂux monitoring is available, but consensus
statements note that there is limited data currently for
routine clinical use of this test.91,94
Testing on antisecretory therapy. The merits of performing testing while the patient is on or off antisecretory
therapy remain to be conclusively established in prospective studies, but recommendations are provided in
consensus statements. Testing off PPI therapy provides information on basal AET and a higher yield of symptomreﬂux association. The Lyon consensus recommends
testing off PPI therapy as a means of conﬁrming or
excluding GERD in patients with no prior positive pH
testing, absence of either grade C or D esophagitis, or
when testing is being done to evaluate patients for antireﬂux surgery.91 The recommendations of the Porto
consensus conference are also similar: Testing off PPI
therapy is recommended when the question is whether
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the patient has GERD or when testing is being done before
antireﬂux surgery. Testing off PPI is also recommended for
absence of response or incomplete response to PPI
therapy, atypical symptoms, and recurrent or persistent
symptoms after antireﬂux surgery.94 Testing on PPI
therapy is recommended when there is unequivocal
evidence of GERD (prior positive pH study, higher
grades of esophagitis, peptic stricture or Barrett’s
esophagus >1 cm in length) but there is incomplete or
absence of response to treatment. In these instances,
impedance-pH testing is recommended over pH monitoring alone to identify patients with nonacid reﬂux. In a
study of 168 patients who were symptomatic despite being
on twice-daily PPI therapy, MII-pH testing on therapy was
performed; 48% had a positive symptom index for at least
1 symptom, and among these 77% were associated with
nonacid reﬂux.104 In patients who had atypical symptoms
(131, 43%), the majority (78%) had a negative symptom
index; 25 (19%) had a positive symptom index for
nonacid reﬂux. In another multicenter study of 150
patients with GERD-type symptoms where impedance
and pH measurements were performed, a positive symptom association probability was noted in only 55%; for patients on PPI (n Z 71), nonacid reﬂux accounted for nearly
17% of symptoms. These studies demonstrate the relatively high prevalence of symptoms secondary to nonacid
reﬂux and the importance of performing impedance along
with pH monitoring to evaluate symptoms refractory to PPI
therapy. As mentioned earlier, number of reﬂux episodes
measured by MII-pH has been recently shown to predict
the need for and response to surgical augmentation of
the LES in patients with PPI-refractory regurgitation.102
The performance of MII-pH testing on and off medications
also provides information on GERD phenotypes and can
help differentiate between GERD, reﬂux hypersensitivity,
and alternate diagnoses such as rumination syndrome.
Atypical symptoms. Atypical symptoms such as cough
are often attributed to GERD, and patients receive empiric
PPI therapy. MII-pH testing may be a useful diagnostic modality to evaluate the association between cough and
gastroesophageal reﬂux. In a multicenter study of 192 patients with chronic cough, 24-hour pH impedance pressure monitoring was performed with measurement of
acid and weakly acid reﬂux.105 Only 25% of patients had
reﬂux-induced cough; among them, acid reﬂux episodes
accounted for only 22% of patients. Conversely, 24% of patients had cough-induced reﬂux. Also, patients with acid
reﬂux-induced cough were signiﬁcantly more likely to
have typical reﬂux symptoms compared to patients
without the diagnosis. In patients with chronic cough undergoing esophageal function testing, MII-pH is preferred
compared to pH monitoring alone to detect symptoms
triggered by weakly acid reﬂux. An acoustic cough detector
or esophageal manometry (EM) testing can be beneﬁcial
to differentiate reﬂux-cough from cough-reﬂux se12 VIDEOGIE Volume 7, No. 1 : 2022
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quences,94 but this is not routinely used in clinical
practice.
Belching is also a common symptom that is seen both in
GERD and in other functional disorders such as supragastric belching, functional dyspepsia, and rumination syndrome.106 MII-pH is a reliable test to differentiate gastric
belching episodes due to reﬂux from supragastric belching,
a behavioral disorder that can be managed by cognitive
behavioral therapy. As mentioned earlier, rumination can
be conﬁrmed by a modiﬁed MII-HRM protocol that includes a meal challenge.103,107
Testing before antireﬂux surgery. Esophageal function
testing by manometry and pH off PPI are recommended
before antireﬂux surgery, to rule out esophageal motility
disorders, and to conﬁrm the presence of GERD because
symptoms alone are not a reliable indicator of
GERD.94,108 The beneﬁt of adding MII to pH testing for
preoperative assessment is not clear but may be
considered in patients with atypical symptoms or
laryngeal symptoms. In a retrospective study of 237
patients with extraesophageal reﬂux symptoms who
underwent pH and impedance testing before
fundoplication, heartburn and regurgitation symptoms
and abnormal acid exposure were the only predictors of
response; impedance parameters did not predict
response to fundoplication.109 In a recent retrospective
study of 71 patients who underwent MII-pH testing on
PPI, 42 (59%) had GERD as deﬁned by >48 reﬂux episodes.
When these patients were tested off medications, 31% did
not have GERD based on pH testing (abnormal Demeester score).110 A recent randomized controlled trial
that compared magnetic sphincter augmentation (MSA)
and twice-daily PPI in patients with regurgitation refractory to once-daily PPI showed a signiﬁcantly higher rate
of response for MSA (89% vs 10%).111 Subsequent
analysis of the MII-pH studies used in that trial revealed
that the presence of >80 reﬂux episodes detected by
MII-pH on PPI predicted satisfaction with MSA, and reduction of reﬂux episodes to <35 was associated with
improvement of regurgitation after MSA.102 Therefore,
24-hour pH testing with or without MII off medications
is recommended for preoperative evaluation before antireﬂux surgery.94
MII-EM. As with standard HRM, MII-EM is also used for
the evaluation of dysphagia, odynophagia, chest pain, and
regurgitation after a structural cause is excluded. Impedance adds assessment of whether bolus transit is complete or incomplete for each swallow, along with other
measurements such as bolus clearance velocity and
esophageal bolus retention, to the information obtained
during conventional manometry. Normative data for MIIEM (conventional line tracing manometry rather than
HRM) were established in which impedance changes
correlated with radiographic bolus movement in 97% of
www.VideoGIE.org
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swallows.89 In a prospective study of MII-EM (also based
on conventional manometry) in 350 patients with various
esophageal manometric abnormalities, all patients with
achalasia (n Z 24) and scleroderma (n Z 4) had
abnormal bolus transit.112 Dysphagia was noted most
often in patients with abnormal bolus transit. Of the
patients with diffuse esophageal spasm and IEM, 55%
and 51%, respectively, had normal bolus transit, and
patients with isolated LES abnormalities (hypo- or
hypertensive LES), nutcracker esophagus, or normal
manometry almost always (>95%) had normal bolus
transit. This study suggested a role for MII-EM in assessment of the functional abnormalities associated with
manometric diagnoses noted on conventional manometry. In a subsequent study focusing on the IEM group
of patients (n Z 70), the authors noted that 33% had
normal bolus transit for both liquid and viscous swallows,
and
manometrically
normal
contractions
were
almost always associated with normal bolus transit.113
Abnormalities in viscous impedance were further
evaluated in a prospective study of 240 patients (129 with
nonobstructive dysphagia [NOD], 111 GERD patient
controls) with normal liquid manometry. Patients with
NOD were more likely to have abnormal viscous
impedance compared to the control group (29% vs 16%;
P Z .02), but a statistically signiﬁcant difference was not
noted in liquid impedance abnormalities.114 In a study
evaluating the role of MII-EM in patients with achalasia
and scleroderma, compared with normal controls, it was
noted that patients with achalasia had impaired bolus
transit across all sites in the esophagus, and pressures
were also similar.115 In contrast, in patients with
scleroderma, bolus clearance rates and contraction
amplitudes decreased from proximal to distal; in normal
controls, the majority of swallows were associated with
normal bolus transit. Several other studies have evaluated
the role of MII-EM in patients with NOD and other esophageal motility abnormalities, establishing the additional
advantage of evaluating bolus transit, speciﬁcally viscous
bolus transit in the functional evaluation of the esophagus
in these diseases.115-119 That said, whether the impedance
ﬁndings in MII-EM or MII-HRM alter clinical management
has not been clearly proven.
Testing before and after antireﬂux surgery. Esophageal manometry is recommended before antireﬂux surgery to exclude achalasia and other esophageal motor
abnormalities, which may predispose to postoperative
dysphagia.108 The role of MII-EM to identify manometric
abnormalities and guide patient selection before fundoplication has been evaluated in several studies,120-122 but
although there are no direct comparative studies evaluating these 2 modalities, there does not appear to be an
additional beneﬁt to MII-EM over conventional HRM in
guiding patient selection. In a prospective study of 74 patients undergoing Nissen fundoplication who were evaluated with MII-EM preoperatively and at a median of 18
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months postoperatively, neither MII-EM nor manometry
predicted postoperative dysphagia, and preoperative
dysphagia was the only predictor of postoperative
dysphagia.120 However, in this study, 43% of patients selfreported preoperative dysphagia without any difference
in pH, manometric, or MII-EM parameters between those
with and without dysphagia. There was a signiﬁcant
improvement in the severity of dysphagia symptom score
postoperatively (6.8  2 to 2.6  3.4; P < .01). The high
prevalence of preoperative dysphagia and the improvement postoperatively suggest that this study population
may not be comparable to the majority of patients undergoing fundoplication.
In another study, novel metrics were derived on MII-EM
data before and after fundoplication through an automated
iterative process, and 3 of these variables were combined
to create a dysphagia risk index (DRI); a DRI >14 was
noted to be optimally predictive of postoperative
dysphagia.117,122 DRI was applied in the evaluation of 25
children who underwent fundoplication, and in addition
to postoperative delayed gastric emptying, DRI values
were signiﬁcantly higher in patients who developed
postoperative dysphagia compared to those who did not
(56, 15-105 vs 2, 2-6; P Z .016).122
MII-EM has also been used to evaluate bolus transit and
manometric abnormalities after fundoplication.123,124 In a
prospective study of 25 patients, MII-EM was performed
before and after laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication; postoperatively, an increase was noted in the LES pressure, but there
was no signiﬁcant difference in the number of complete
esophageal bolus transits and transit time for liquid swallows.123 Transit time was more rapid for viscous swallows
after surgery. The authors attribute the absence of
postoperative manometric abnormalities to careful patient
selection by preoperative evaluation of manometric
abnormalities and surgical technique. In a separate study
comparing Nissen with Toupet fundoplication, no
differences were noted in MII parameters between the 2
operations.125

SAFETY AND TOLERABILITY
HRM and impedance monitoring are safe, and there
are no reported serious adverse events. Epistaxis can
occur with the transnasal catheter passage but is usually
self-limited. Passage of transnasal catheters may be relatively contraindicated in patients on anticoagulants,
recent gastric surgery, and previous nasopharyngeal surgeries or trauma.126 There are no reported data on the
safety of the use of MII in patients with cardiac
deﬁbrillators or pacemakers, but the voltage generated
is below the threshold for cardiac stimulation.127 There
have been no reported adverse events associated with
FLIP.
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falsely positive results, which may affect treatment
decisions.

HRM
Placement of a transnasal manometry catheter requires
basic understanding of pharyngeal and esophageal anatomy. In most centers, this is performed by a trained technician or nurse. HRM usually takes 30 to 40 minutes to
complete and requires a 6-hour fast before the procedure.
Sufﬁcient understanding of HRM and EPT plots is required
to ensure proper placement of the catheter and a study
without artifacts. Occasionally, patients may be intolerant
to passage of a catheter and may require sedation with
endoscopic placement. FLIP topography can be considered
as a means to assess esophageal motor function in patients
who do not tolerate manometry.

EndoFLIP
The FLIP is usually placed transorally during sedated
endoscopy or in the operating room with the patient under general anesthesia for patients who are undergoing
fundoplication or Heller myotomy. Transnasal placement
of FLIP is problematic because of the size of the probe,
as is a study in an awake patient because of discomfort.
Direct visualization during endoscopy may be used to
assist with catheter placement, although the endoscope
must be removed before taking measurements. Familiarity
with the proprietary software and published measurement
algorithms is needed for appropriate positioning of the
catheter across the EGJ and reliable data acquisition. If
the FLIP topography module is used, the software must
be installed on a computer with an ethernet cable connection to the FLIP system. Analysis of the data may be aided
by commercially available software, although the relative
dearth of normative data and standardized protocols requires an experienced operator for ﬁnal interpretation.

MII-pH
Placement of a transnasal catheter may be associated
with transient discomfort despite the use of lubricant or
topical anesthetic. Some patients may not tolerate a transnasal catheter and may require wireless pH monitoring.94
The presence of a transnasal catheter may also affect
some daily activities and dietary patterns, but most
patients are able to complete the examination. Facilities
offering MII pH or MII-HRM should have a dedicated
area where catheter placement and testing can be performed and should have access to workstations or computers with the required proprietary software programs
for analysis and reporting. Analysis and interpretation of
the data collected during either of these tests requires an
experienced operator. Automated analysis and interpretation of the data by the software programs included with
these systems is helpful, but manual review and evaluation
of this information by an experienced provider is mandatory before ﬁnal reporting to avoid falsely negative or
14 VIDEOGIE Volume 7, No. 1 : 2022

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
EndoFLIP
FLIP requires both a capital investment in the hardware
and software, as well as purchase of single-use catheters.
The list price for the EndoFLIP System 1.0 is $25,962.
The EndoFLIP System 2.0 includes the Topography Display
Terminal, Topography Cart, and EndoFLIP System 1.0 and
costs $81,000. The 16-cm (EF-322N) and 8-cm (EF 325N)
single-use catheters cost $1973 each, whereas the Esoﬂip
20-mm dilation catheter (ES-320) and 30-mm dilation catheter (ES-330) cost $1550 and $1863, respectively.
FLIP may be reported using the Current Procedure Terminology code 91040 (Esophageal balloon distension
study, diagnostic, with provocation when performed). Of
note, this code is not included in the Medicare Ambulatory
Surgical Center fee schedule. When performed in outpatient hospital facilities, 91040-26 is appropriate.

HRM
Performing high-resolution manometry involves an investment in both equipment and trained personnel to
help perform the examination. Capital and per-case expenditures are needed, in addition to indirect costs related to
equipment upkeep, reprocessing, and software upgrades.
As indicated previously, water-perfusion systems require
less upfront capital cost, but require more highly trained
staff to perform the examination. Water-perfusion systems
can cost $25,000, with the cost of each catheter being
$500. The water-perfusion catheter has less overall durability. The most common HRM system is the Manoscan system (Medtronic Inc,). The system retails for $70,000, with
each catheter costing $12,000. Reprocessing of catheters is
required and incurs indirect processing costs.

MII-pH
MII-pH testing requires a similar set-up as HRM with
dedicated personnel and initial purchase and continued
upkeep of catheters and recorder devices. A dedicated
laptop or desktop computer with the proprietary software
program is also required for analysis and reporting of the
results. Commercially available MII-pH systems include
the Digitrapper system (Medtronic Inc), the ZepHr impedance/pH monitoring system (Diversatek Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisc, USA), and the Ohmega system (Laborie,
Portsmouth, NH, USA).
Esophageal MII-pH testing may be reported using the
Current Procedure Terminology code 91038 (esophageal
function test, gastroesophageal reﬂux test 91038 with nasal
catheter intraluminal impedance electrode(s) placement,
recording analysis and interpretation).
www.VideoGIE.org
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SUMMARY

EndoFLIP

In the past few years, there have been substantial developments in the understanding and assessment of esophageal function, some of this owing to the introduction of
newer technologies, which have led to a paradigm shift
in disease classiﬁcation, understanding of pathophysiology,
and treatment. Impedance planimetry using the EndoFLIP
system has been studied extensively in achalasia to diagnose and guide treatment. It also has a role in eosinophilic
esophagitis and several other applications. The availability
of HRM has enabled a greater understanding of swallow
physiology and the manometric correlates of pathology
related to non-obstructive dysphagia. Furthermore, the
development of clinically relevant phenotypes has not
only provided a better understanding of clinical outcomes
related to therapy but has further helped deﬁne subgroups
who may beneﬁt from one therapy over another. MII combined with pH or high-resolution manometry assesses
bolus transit and several other measures, which provide
a functional assessment of esophageal motility and enable
identiﬁcation of nonacid reﬂux. HRM and pH monitoring
are recommended before antireﬂux surgery for optimal patient selection with regard to postoperative outcomes such
as symptom resolution and dysphagia. Reﬁnements in
automated analysis of the vast amounts of data generated
during these studies can help facilitate clinician analysis
and reporting. Prospective, randomized studies are needed
to further evaluate the role of these technologies in clinical
practice.

Impedance planimetry has ushered in a new era of
esophageal function testing, providing novel information
regarding the function of the esophageal body and sphincters of the GI tract. Despite a growing body of literature
supporting its use in the evaluation and treatment of
esophageal motility disorders, normative data remain lacking and expansion of this data pool is needed. The role of
the FLIP topography module is also yet to be deﬁned.
Distention-mediated contractility may also represent a
novel measure in distinguishing normal esophageal function from disease states and merits further investigation.
Finally, investigations into the role of FLIP in evaluation
of the pyloric and anal sphincters have been limited and
further study is warranted.

HRM
High-resolution manometry has been the primary tool
for diagnosing esophageal motor disorders. One limitation
has been the “snapshot in time” assessment of esophageal
physiology. The nature of the catheter has made prolonged
ambulatory esophageal motility studies challenging owing to
patient tolerance; however, 24-hour studies have been reported. These studies may be helpful in identifying intermittent physiologic events that result in symptom generation
(ie, esophageal spasm). They can aid in the identiﬁcation
of meal- or sleep-associated events such as transient LES relaxations. The primary limitation is patient tolerance.
Smaller catheters or a wireless system may be able to overcome this. The clinical usefulness of prolonged, ambulatory
manometry has not been clearly proven.

Reﬂux monitoring with MII-pH
GERD is a complex disease with diverse phenotypic presentations. There are several novel techniques and
methods being studied to diagnose and characterize
GERD to guide treatment strategies. The optimal testing
strategy (on or off antisecretory therapy) and the sequence
of testing needs further prospective evaluation. The reliability and validity of newer metrics such as postreﬂux
swallow-induced peristaltic waves, baseline impedance,
mean nocturnal baseline impedance, and so on, should
also be further investigated. The characterization of manometric abnormalities in GERD and incorporation of these
measures into the diagnosis and treatment of GERD is an
area of active study. Furthermore, the role of EM in evaluating pharyngeal motor function and supraglottic symptoms needs further study. MII-pH and EM testing also
has an emerging role in patients undergoing lung transplantation and bariatric surgery.
www.VideoGIE.org
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